
The best boiler on the market.
The NCB700        gets hot water  
to the 3rd floor.

CASE STUDY



An unusual situation for one  
of our Navien Installers.
With an existing competitor boiler not up to the job, the NCB700 ON  
provided a viable solution. As a particularly large residential property  
with over 30 radiators across three floors, there was a mild concern that  
there wouldn’t be a better solution. Luckily, Navien saved the day, with  
its 54kW capacity immediately proving it’s not just a competent boiler,  
but a choice that outperforms its competition.   

Have you got a larger property that requires  
a more powerful boiler? Get hot water where  
it needs to be with the Navien NCB700 ON,  
and see just how capable it is for yourself. 

Read more about what it could do for your  
property: navien.co.uk/product/ncb-700-gas-
condensing-combi-boiler/

Speedily installed with ease.

Even prior to its initial switch on, it became 
evident that the NCB700 ON was the right  
choice for this home. With no difficulties or 
complications during its single day installation, 
it neatly fitted into a single existing kitchen 
cupboard – just another benefit of not requiring  
a hot water cylinder.  

Hot water and heating on demand,  
as and when they need it.

The biggest problem for the customer was that  
the third floor bathroom wasn’t receiving any  
hot water. In a house with three bathrooms, this  
was essential for the upstairs living space, and 
deserved a simple solution. The 54kW of the  
NCB700 ON was unrivalled in its power, making  
it the obvious solution and living up to this, too,  
able to supply all three bathrooms with hot water  
at once, as well as their 34 radiators – a definite 
upgrade from the customer’s previous boiler. 

Saving space; supplying a customer’s top floor  
with guaranteed hot water; being installed with  
no hassle and providing 12 years’ warranty, too?  
A undoubted success. 

Covers all the 
needs for a warm, 
cosy home.

Homeowner using  
the digital display  
on his NCB700 ON.

NCB700 ON installed  
in homeowner’s  
kitchen cupboard.

NCB700 ON  
with cover off.


